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Customers want more engagement with you
Customers want to talk with you before, during, and after 
purchases and there are many ways to accommodate them – 
whether via live chat on your website, an always-open customer 
service line, or prompt replies to questions and feedback on social 
media. Fast, friendly service makes customers feel comfortable 
with your business.

Dim weight
FedEx and UPS changed their processes in 2015 to account 
for dimensional (dim) weight for all domestic and international 
package shipments. Dim weight calculations add another layer 
of complexity to an already complicated process – and if not 
considered ahead of time, can result in added costs.

Customers want shipping details and options
Customers like to see multiple shipping options at checkout along 
with delivery dates and associated costs. Providing details about 
when orders will arrive, tracking numbers, and offering flexibility 
to ship to a local store or a delivery locker help enhance overall 
customer experience.

Omnichannel commerce
Retailers are striving to create a seamless customer experience 
between their online and offline (brick-and-mortar) stores. Free 
site-to-store is now common, along with promotions that connect 
online and offline customer experience, and mobile apps designed 
to make shopping easier and more efficient.

Simplified returns
Unclear, complicated return processes translate into unhappy 
customers. Savvy retailers are making returns as simple as 
possible with basics such as including a return shipping label with 
every order and providing free return shipping. 

Well-defined return policies
Returns happen, no one enjoys them, but ensuring your return 
policies are clear and easily accessible on your website makes 
things simpler for customers. Straightforward, friendly return 
policies will help them feel more comfortable about purchasing 
your products.

eCommerce forecasting
Forecasting busy and slow times in eCommerce continues to be 
a growing trend. As technology improves, so will the ability to 
more accurately forecast demand – which will ultimately enable 
companies  to more accurately plan staffing levels, inventory, and 
delivery schedules.

Subscription services
The subscription delivery model is being offered by more 
companies. Customers agree to receive product orders at preset 
times and quantities automatically. Subscription services are an 
effective way to secure customer loyalty to your brand over an 
ongoing span of time.

Personalization / customization
Never underestimate the unboxing experience. Little personalized 
touches like including a brief message or coupon go a long way 
– as does thanking customers and letting them know you want to 
hear from them if they are not satisfied with their order. Customers 
matter – make sure they know it!

New technology
New technology is driving more efficient fulfillment center and 
warehouse operations. Increasingly robust system and software 
solutions are enabling users to automatically track orders and 
inventory levels, easily add new SKUs, keep data secure and more. 
Think about how such advances in eCommerce fulfillment to make 
your customers happy.
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With the year 2020 (thankfully) behind us, eCommerce store owners are ready to take on 2021.  
Here is a glimpse at what’s trending and some ideas for staying ahead of the curve while keeping  
your customers happy. From better service to flexible shipping options, these are the top 10 trends  
in eCommerce fulfillment this year.
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